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Agenda

• Josh and Karen: Context 

• Josh and Karen: The Board-Head partnership for equity

• Josh: Sequoyah School

• Karen: Vistamar School

• All: discussion 



Average Students of  Color Enrollment
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Average African American Enrollment
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Average Latino Enrollment
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Average Asian Enrollment
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Average Multiracial Enrollment
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Median % Participation in Financial Aid
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Average % Tuition Covered by Financial Aid
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Traditional Challenges to Increasing Diversity

• Concerns about parent response to increased diversity

• Financial limitations

• Recruiting challenges

• Tokenism



Traditional Challenges to 
Creating Inclusive Communities

•“…wholly welcome if  not wholly understood”

•Noblesse oblige

•Limited access to non-academic experiences

•“The gaze”

•Over-representation and microaggresions



Emerging Challenges to Diversity & Inclusion

• Shifting demographics and expectations

• Gender transitions and fluidity

• Political landscape

• Recruiting and retaining a culturally competent faculty and staff

• Using data on colleague, student and family experiences to influence policy 
and practice



The Board-Head Partnership

• From NAIS’ Trustee Handbook: “Together, the Chair and the Head…
• …articulate the school’s mission and vision.

• …share responsibility for planning and regularly reviewing and evaluating current plans.

• …along with the treasurer, oversee resource allocation.

• …remain aware that sometimes there will be areas in which lines of  responsibility blur, and they 
maintain open communication to help determine when joint presence and decision-making are 
most appropriate.

• …present a united front on all positions to the board, the school, and the larger community.

• …serve on all committees as members ex officio or “ex officio without a vote,” as they both have the 
greatest depth and breadth of  knowledge about the school and all of  its constituencies.



The Board-Head Partnership: 
Considerations for Leadership for Equity

• Your school’s history, mission, and core values

• Ways that diversity currently manifests in your community

• Opportunities (colleagues, families, trustees, fundraising, etc.)

• Limitations (cultural, location, financial resources, cultural competence, etc.)

• Your community’s capacity for change 

• Members of  your community who have personal stakes in diversity and 
inclusion…and those who don’t (or assume they don’t…or who believe they don’t)



The Board-Head Partnership

The question is how Boards and Heads will 
partner for leadership around diversity and 

inclusion…not whether Boards and Heads will 
do so.



Sequoyah School 
A Sequoyah education challenges the mind, nurtures the heart, and 

celebrates human dignity.



Sequoyah’s History

• Founded in 1958

• Context within Pasadena

• Early values

• How to put values in action?

• Experimentation with tuition 
structures



Sustaining our commitment 

• Tuition trends 
• Financial reality-competing 

“goods”
• Choosing -indexed tuition

• Board of  trustees-decision

• Implementing indexed tuition 
• Parents - communication



Where are we today? 

• K-12 Ethnicity for 2016-2017

• African American 22 7%

• Asian American 19 6%

• Caucasian 113 37%

• Latino/Hispanic 41 13%

• Middle Eastern 2 .7%

• Multi 77 25%

• Other 2 .7%

• International 1 .3

• Not Available 30 10%

• Totals 307 99.7%

• K-12 indexed tuition for the 
2016-2017 school year
• percent to gross ($'s) is 24%
• percent of  students is 39%



Observations and Challenges 

• Financial aspect
• Education and school culture -
• Where do you look for research and data to guide decision making? 



Vistamar School
“In their studies, in their work, and in their communities, Vistamar

students will embrace lives of  learning, integrity, and purpose.”



Vistamar’s History

Founded in 2002 by a group of  civic 
minded parents who valued:

• Student-centered, globally focused 
curriculum and pedagogy

• Diversity of  thought, culture, class, 
gender, and geography

• Supportive learning environments



Our Diversity Landscape

• 50% students of  color
• African American = 7%
• Latino = 17%
• Asian = 7%
• Multiracial – 16%

• 37% students participate in 
Moderated Tuition
• Average support: 77% of  tuition

• 45 zip codes
• Multiple genders represented



Diversity as Value

• Colleges and universities prefer students who are culturally competent, and 
who have demonstrated that they care about the common good

• Businesses know that diversity is essential for innovation and strong 
performance.

• Most families and teachers do not seek out diverse K-12 schools for 
themselves and their children.



Diversity as Value

• Families and teachers place the highest value on a school’s academic 
program, and the comfort and safety of  the school community, when 
searching for a school.

And…

• Diversity in schools becomes valuable to parents and teachers based on the 
quality of  the relationships they observe between students from many 
different backgrounds.



Initiative for Culturally Competent Practices: 
Phase 1: Latino Families

• Action research project implemented 
by two founders, two trustees, and the 
Head of  School

• Focus: experiences of  students and 
their families from application through 
graduation and college

• Analysis of  qualitative data to identify 
challenges and barrier to full inclusion



Challenges to Inclusive Community

•Most families and faculty in schools usually perceive their communities to be 
characterized by kindness, safety, comfort, and integration.  Preserving these 
cultural elements – the “culture of  nice” - is a top priority.

•A few perceive barriers to full inclusion for students of  color and students 
who participate in financial aid.  There is some evidence that these students 
(and families and faculty) feel more like “welcome guests” than 
“homeowners.”



Research Process
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Changes to Policies and Practices

• New position: Life Planning and Latino Programs 
Coordinator

• Personal outreach and Spanish language 
communications

• Increased opportunities for family engagement



Changes to Policies and Practices

• New practices in Life Planning
• Early outreach to students and families

• Test preparation

• Increased education about financial aid

• Connections with alumni and their families

• Meetings and materials offered in Spanish



Initiative for Culturally Competent Practices: 
Other Outcomes

• Affinity groups
• Professional development for 

faculty and staff
• Funded moderated tuition program 

for Latino Scholars
• Challenges in communication
• African American Initiative



Discussion

• Where are the areas related to diversity and inclusion that you know will require 
Board-Head partnership to impact?

• What structures currently exist in your school that would support this work on 
diversity and inclusion?  What structures might you need to create?

• What do you foresee will be the greatest challenges to creating some “healthy 
disruption” in this area?

• How might you use data for decision making?  What are the challenges you foresee 
in terms of  collection and analysis?

• What communication challenges do you imagine you will face in your community?



Thank You!
jbrody@sequoyahschoool.org

kareneshoo@vistamarschool.org


